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Abstract
Marketing scholars and practitioners frequently infer market
responses from cross-sectional or pooled cross-section by
time data. Such cases occur especially when historical data
are either absent or are not representative of the current
market situation. We argue that inferring market responses
using cross-sections of multimarket data may in some cases
be misleading because these data also reflect unobserved
actions by retailers. For example, because the (opportunity)
costs of doing so do not outweigh the gains, retailers are
predisposed against promoting small share brands. As a
consequence, local prices and promotion variables depend
on local market shares—the higher the local share, the high-
er the local observed promotion intensity. We refer to this
reverse causation as an endogeneity. Ignoring it will inflate
response estimates, because both the promotion effects on
share as well as the reverse effects are in the same direction.

In this paper, we propose a solution to this inference
problem using the fact that retailers have trade territories
consisting of multiple contiguous markets. This implies that
the unobserved actions of retailers cause a measurable spa-
tial dependence among the marketing variables. The intui-
tion behind our approach is that by accounting for this spa-
tial dependence, we account for the effects of the retailer’s
behavior. In this context, our study hopes to make the fol-
lowing contributions at the core of which lies the above in-
tuition.

First, we separate the market response effect from the re-
verse retailer effect by computing responses to price and
promotion net of any spatial—and therefore retailer—influ-
ence.

Second, underlying this approach is a new variance-de-
composition model for data with a panel structure. This
model allows to test for endogeneity of prices and promo-

tion variables in the cross-sectional dimension of the data.
This test aims to complement the one developed by Villas-
Boas and Winer (1999), who test for endogeneity along the
temporal dimension.

Third, to illustrate the approach, we use Information Re-
sources Inc. (IRI) market share data for brands in two ma-
ture and relatively undifferentiated product categories
across 64 IRI markets. Whereas we only use data with very
short time horizons to estimate price and promotion re-
sponses with the spatial model, we do have data over long
time windows. We use the latter to validate the approach.
Specifically, within-market estimates of price and promotion
response are not subject to the same endogeneity because
we hold the set of retailers constant. Therefore, comparing
within- and across-market estimates of price and promotion
responses is a natural way to validate the approach. Con-
sistent with our argument, ignoring the reverse causation in
the cross-sectional data leads to inferences of price and pro-
motion elasticities that are farther away from zero than the
elasticities obtained from within-market analysis. In con-
trast, cross-sectional spatial estimates and time-series esti-
mates show convergent validity.

From a practical point of view, this means it is possible
to obtain reasonable within-market estimates of price and
promotion elasticities from (predominantly) cross-sectional
data. This may benefit marketing managers. The manager
who would act on the inflated elasticities will over-allocate
marketing resources to promotions because she ignores re-
tailers’ censorship of promotions on the basis of already ex-
isting high share. We explore other approaches to correct for
the inference bias, and discuss further managerial issues
and future research.
(Spatial Analysis; Promotional Price Response; Promotion Strat-
egy; Endogeneity Biases; Variance-Decomposition)
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1. Introduction
Consider a marketing manager of a nationally dis-
tributed brand who wishes to infer price and pro-
motion response for a new product (line), possibly
introduced at different times across local markets. Al-
ternatively, consider a marketing manager who wants
to evaluate a recently adopted new marketing or pro-
motion campaign for an existing product. Finally,
consider a marketing manager who has recently been
faced with new competitors so that historical data are
of limited use to her. In all these cases, the data that
are representative of the new situation are more
prominently sampled across markets than across
time.

In light of these examples, it is not surprising that
the use of cross-sectional data—either in isolated
form or as a dimension of panel data with a short
time horizon—is widespread among both market-
ing practitioners and academicians. Practitioners,
for example, routinely infer the relation between
sales and prices from a purely cross-sectional pro-
cedure called sales velocity analysis (Bucklin and
Gupta 1999).

A key issue with the use of cross-sectional data in
a multimarket context is that it is not clear whether
marketing variables cause observed measures of de-
mand such as market shares or vice versa. For in-
stance, all else equal, retailers in the United States
do not like to promote brands that are in low de-
mand because (1) they cannot recoup the operational
costs of running the promotion, and (2) their objec-
tive is volume generation given that the manufac-
turer usually bears most of the price reduction. This
suggests that observed (promoted) prices and ob-
served market shares in multimarket data are en-
dogenous.

In this context, the goals of this paper are (1) to
investigate the extent of this type of endogeneity
and (2) to provide a way to correct for its conse-
quences in the measurement of responses to pro-
moted prices and other promotion variables. We ac-
complish these two goals by making both the
‘‘demand’’ side, e.g., market shares, as well as mar-
keting variables, such as price and promotion, a
function of an unobserved variable that will have

the interpretation of unobserved retailer influence.
To isolate this influence from the data, we make use
of the property that retailer territories consist of a
set of contiguous markets. Retailer promotion be-
havior, therefore, manifests itself as spatial depen-
dence in the marketing variables and the market
shares. Our contribution to the marketing literature
is intended to be threefold.

First, from a substantive viewpoint, we find strong
evidence of the dependence of prices and promotion
levels on a common unobserved spatial demand state.
Specifically, prices covary negatively and promotion
levels covary positively with unobserved components
in demand. In line with our argument, we find that
when we ignore this dependence, elasticities of prices
and promotions are farther away from zero than elas-
ticities from within-market analysis. However, when
we account for the spatial nature of the data, the
cross-market and within-market analyses show con-
vergent validity.

Second, from an empirical standpoint, we find that
market shares in our data are very different across
regions and that those differences have a spatial
structure. For instance, the spatial component of the
market-by-time data accounts for 66% to 95% of the
variance in brand-shares.

Finally, from a methodological angle, we propose
a model for cross-section-by-time processes. We in-
corporate the spatial structure of data into economet-
ric models using simple techniques. Indeed, whereas
the temporal behavior of markets has been studied in
depth by marketing academics and practitioners, the
spatial aspect of multimarket data has been hereto-
fore largely ignored.

The remainder of this study is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 discusses the substantive background.
Section 3 concentrates on a specific formalization of
the spatial dimension. The model development occurs
in §4, where we incorporate spatiotemporal depen-
dence in a variance decomposition model and show
some theoretical results regarding the consequences
of ignoring the reverse causation if it actually exists.
Section 5 deals with estimation issues. Section 6 con-
tains the empirical application. The paper concludes,
in §7, with managerial implications and directions for
future research.
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2. Spatial Dependencies in
Multimarket Data

2.1. Spatial Dependence in Observed Market
Shares and Prices

In marketing data, a general cause of spatial depen-
dence is that economic agents, such as retailers and
food distributors, are spatially organized. Indeed,
trade territories of these channel members typically
cover a set of contiguous markets.

Retailers are interested in the local performance of
a brand in their own sales territory, unlike manufac-
turers of national brands who have more global goals.
Thus, when retailers affect the observed prices
through selective promotion policies, they do so lo-
cally. As a consequence, structural price differences
across markets can exist for a given brand if it leads
in one market but lags in another. In contrast, man-
ufacturers are limited by the Robinson-Patman Act to
price-discriminate across retailers (and therefore
space).

There are many reasons why a nationally distrib-
uted brand might lead in one market but lag in an-
other, even in mature and undifferentiated product
categories. This demand for heterogeneity can be
caused by sheer inertia of initial market conditions
(see, e.g., Arthur 1994), local order-of-entry effects, or
can simply reflect regional consumer tastes.

If promotions only occur in markets where a brand
was in high demand to start with, then, along the
cross-sectional dimension, market shares and prices
(or promotions) covary negatively (positively) even in
absence of a demand effect. We show later that pool-
ing such data cross-sectionally implies exaggerated
promotion and price effects.

2.2. Separating the Simultaneity
We propose to separate the actual market response
effects from the reverse causation using a simulta-
neous equation model in which the equations describ-
ing the demand and the marketing variables share a
common unobserved demand state. This unobserved
demand state has a spatial variance component struc-
ture. Loosely speaking, what this achieves is that the
market share and price data are corrected for a com-

mon source of variance that has a local structure. This
effectively filters out the retailers’ actions from the
data because the set of retailers is locally constant.

In other work in marketing, e.g., Villas-Boas and
Winer (1999), the endogeneity problem is resolved
through the use of an instrumental variables (IV) ap-
proach. Indeed, time series lagged prices and pro-
motion variables are often good candidates for instru-
ments.1 However, in our case, the endogeneity applies
to cross-sections. In this context, Nevo (2000) sug-
gests using price data from other markets as instru-
ments (see also Hausman 1996). This approach works
well if promotion strategies are set independently
across markets, but there is still shared information
in prices across markets. However, because retailers
influence the promotion variables, it may not be true
in general that promotions are independent across
markets where the same retailer operates. We revisit
the issue of instruments later.

3. Representing Space

3.1. Contiguity Classes
Whereas sampling of time-space processes at regular
intervals in time has become a standard of many au-
tomated data collection procedures, it is generally not
possible to sample the cross-sections of a time-space
process on a regular lattice (e.g., domestic U.S. retail
markets form irregularly spaced sample units). When
confronted with irregularly spaced data, a useful
concept is a contiguity class, which is simply the set
of direct-neighbor locations (Anselin 1988).

One particularly useful definition of contiguity is
obtained by creating imaginary borders around the
geographical sample units so that every point in
space belongs to its least distant sample point. This
creates so-called Voronoi polygons. Figure 1 illus-
trates Voronoi contiguity for the sample that we had
at our disposal.

1However, this is not the case in general. For instance, lagged prices
are not good instruments when reference prices exist and are his-
torically formed.
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Figure 1 Definition of Contiguity for the IRI Markets

3.2. Spatial Lags
Contiguity relations among the data can be incorpo-
rated into econometric models through a spatial lag.
Since no a priori restrictions exist on the direction of
the spatial lag, it is customary to define the spatial
lag of an observation yi at location i � [1, . . . , N] as
a weighted sum of all the observations in its contig-
uous set {Ji}. Thus, define the spatial lag operator on
market i, L bys

i

sL y � w y , i� � i. (1)�i i ii� i�
∀ i�∈ {J }i

The contiguous set of observations {Ji}, excludes yi it-
self, and hence, so does the spatial lag of yi. Stacking
all cross-sectional observations in a vector y, we can
write the spatial lag operator as Lsy � W ·y, where
W is an N � N weight matrix with a zero-diagonal.
The matrix is said to be standardized if its rows sum
to one. If the weights are equal, and the spatial lag
operator W is standardized, then spatial lag is equal
to the average of its contiguous observations (Anselin
1988). In this paper, we use the latter concept of a
spatial lag in conjunction with Voronoi contiguity.
Both concepts are easy to compute and require min-
imal extra data. That is to say, to compute W, only
market coordinates are needed and a program that
computes contiguities among data.

The weights alternatively can be modeled as a gen-
eral distance function that explicitly accounts for di-
rection dependence. In yet another operationalization,
the cross-sectional weights can be modeled as the
generalized distance derived from a multidimension-
al scaling analysis. In marketing several examples of

the latter in the context of discrete choice are Elrod
(1988), Erdem (1996), Erdem and Winer (1999), and
Kamakura and Russell (1984).

4. Model Development

4.1. The Variance Components Model
We consider a general linear system of market shares
and marketing variables. In this system, we allow for
cross-market, within-market, and cross-variable cor-
relation in the data. We use market share data because
they can be compared across markets of different size,
and because they are a good measure of the relative
size of a brand to local retailers.2

Locations are indexed by i � 1, . . . , N, time is in-
dexed by t � 1, . . . , T, and the marketing variables
are indexed by j � 1, . . . , P. The system contains
cross-sections of variables and can be introduced as
follows:

P

y � � � � � ·x � e�t 0 N j jt yt
j�1

x � � � � e1t 1 N x1t

_
x � � � � e ,Pt P N xPt (2)

in which �N is a column vector of ones, yt is a cross-
section of market shares, xjt is a cross-section of the
jth marketing variable, and the e’s are cross-sections
of random components, all of size N � 1. In this sys-
tem, the �’s are the global intercepts of market shares
and marketing mix parameters, while the �’s are the
effects of the marketing mix and are the quantities of
interest. The effects � are, for now, homogenous. In
the empirical section, we also allow for heterogeneity
in �. The equations for the marketing variables are
simple but obtain meaning by how they are related
to the market share equations through their respec-
tive stochastic components. Specifically, it is proposed
that the stochastic terms e follow a general spatiotem-
poral process with the following characteristics:

2Alternatively, market-level or account-level ‘‘sales velocity,’’ i.e.,
sales normalized by all commodity volume (ACV), can also be com-
pared across markets of different size.
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e � � � �yt t

� � � ·W ·� � �

� � � ·� � �t 0 t	1 t

e � 
 � � � andxjt j jt

� � � ·� � � � � � . (3)jt j jt	1 j t jt

The vectors eyt, exjt, �t, �t, �, �, �jt, �jt, �t are all of size
[N � 1].

The vector � contains a cross-section of time-in-
variant random intercepts with mean zero. They are
related across space according to a known weighting
matrix W. The random intercepts can be interpreted
as the baseline market-shares net of the effect of pro-
moted prices and other promotion variables. They
fulfil the role of the ‘‘unobserved market shares.’’

The vectors �t and �jt both contain cross-sections of
stochastic terms that are related through time but not
through space.

The vector �t contains the common shocks to mar-
keting variables. These shocks are neither related
through time nor space.

The coefficient � is the spatial autoregressive effect,
the �’s are the temporal autoregressive effects (spe-
cific to market shares and marketing variables), and
the �j’s are the factor coefficients (of which one has to
be set to unity).

All innovation terms in the model are spherical, i.e.,
� � N(0,  ·IN), �t � N(0,  ·IN), �jt � N(0,  ·IN),2 2 2

� � �j

and �t � N(0,  ·IN), and are independent across2
�

time, space, marketing variables, and each other.
From this model, the ‘‘independent’’ marketing

variables are only truly independent of the ey if the
vector [
1 · · · 
P] is zero. If not, then stochastic terms
in the first equation of System (2) will be related to
the marketing variables. For instance, if retailers ‘‘cen-
sor’’ promotion variables on the basis of the market
shares, then on average promotional variables will be
higher when the share is high. This behavior is effec-
tively captured through the 
’s. We can therefore di-
rectly test for endogeneity in the jth marketing vari-
able by testing against the null hypothesis that 
j � 0.

The model and its account for both sides of the
system are inspired by Chamberlain and Griliches
(1975), who also account for the endogeneity problem

through an unobservable variable with a variance
component structure. We now express the variance
covariance structure of the equations through space
(first) and then through the combination of time and
marketing variables.

4.2. Spatial Structure
The spatial component in the panel data is modeled
using the [N � N] spatial contiguity matrix W intro-
duced in the previous section. Specifically, the ran-
dom intercepts are assumed to be related as follows
(Anselin 1988):

� � � ·W ·� � �. (4)

Equation (4) is identified because the diagonal of W
is zero. We recall that the ith row of the spatial
weighting matrix W is zero everywhere except for
those i� contiguous to i. Therefore, Equation (4) im-
plies that if the spatial autoregression parameter � �
0, then the random intercept i is unrelated to the in-
tercepts of the spatially contiguous units i�, whereas
if � � 1, then a given random intercept is the average
of the intercepts in the markets that are located
around i.

From Equation (4), [IN 	 � ·W] ·� � �, or equiva-
lently,

� � [IN 	 � ·W]	1 ·� � B ·�. (5)

Therefore, given that � � N(0,  ·IN ), the random in-2
�

tercepts have the following cross-sectional covariance
structure for all t (Anselin 1988):

E(���) � E(B���B�) �  ·BB� � �(N�N).2
� (6)

So that the inversion in Equation (5) exists, the values
of � will need to fall between [� , � ], where �min

	1 	1
min max

and �max are the minimum and maximum eigenvalue
of the matrix W. Typically, these values are near 	1
and �1 (see, e.g., LeSage 1998).

4.3. Intertemporal and Intervariable Structure
In the case where T � 1, the intertemporal compo-
nent in the panel data is modeled using a first-order
autoregressive formulation of the errors. We derive
the temporal structure of the time series �it and �ijt

for t � 1, . . . , T. Array the stochastic terms in time
series, so that [� � · · · � ]� is a (P � 1)T � 1 column� � �i i1 iP
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vector of all observations in market i arranged by var-
iables and time. It is shown in Appendix A that the
T·(P � 1) � T · (P � 1) covariance matrix of these (P
� 1) time series for each market i is equal to

2 00 M 0 0 0 � T

2 2 2 11 2 1P0 (�  �  )M · · · � �  M 1 � �1 T 1 P � T
� � , 

0 _ 5 _ 
2 P1 2 2 2 PP0 � �  M · · · (�  �  )M P 1 � T P � �P T

∀ i, (7)

in which M is an asymmetric T � T matrix, de-jj�
T

fined as

T	11 � · · · � j� j�

T	2� 1 · · · � 1 j j�j j�M � . (8) T 1 	 � � _ _ 5 _j j�  
T	1 T	2� � · · · 1 j j

The asymmetry stems from the differences in the �j

across j, where j � 0 denotes the stochastic structure
of market shares and j � 1, . . . , P denotes that of the
marketing variables. When the autoregression param-
eters �j are equal, the usual symmetric result obtains
(see Judge et al. 1985, p. 284). If so desired, it is stan-
dard to include higher order time effects.

4.4. The Total Covariance Structure
We can now consider the total covariance structure of
the model. Stack the entire system by cross-section,
time, and variables to form one single column vector
of stochastic components (of size NT(P � 1) � 1), i.e.,

e � [e� · · · e� e� · · · e� · · · e� · · · e� ]�. (9)y1 yT x11 x1T xP1 xPT

Define the vector a � [1 
1 · · · 
P]�. Given the as-
sumption of independence of the cross-sectional and
the intertemporal structure, it follows that the vector
e has a variance-covariance matrix �NT(P�1)�NT(P�1)

equal to

� � � � IN � (a � �T )(a � �T )� � �, (10)

where �T is a [T � 1] vector of ones.

4.5. Ignoring Spatial Dependence
Suppose the process in Equation (2) is the data-gen-
erating mechanism but we omit the spatially depen-

dent � from it. In this case, we have P � 1 indepen-
dent equations, and inferring the vector 	 can be
done by applying ordinary least squares (OLS) to the
first equation. To illustrate the biased nature of the
OLS estimates if � is ignored incorrectly, recall that
the least squares estimate of the parameters is equal
to � (X�X)	1X�y � (X�X)	1X�(X	 � e). Hence,	̂ols

plim � 	 if plim(X�e) � 0. Using the decompo-	̂ols

sition ey � �T � � � �y, current interest is with the
asymptotic properties of (X�X)	1X�(�T � �) because
of the dependence of the X’s and the �’s.

To make the argument more concise, we make two
simplifying assumptions. The first assumption is that
X consists of only one variable (say price), while the
second is that its cross-sectional mean is zero. Neither
of these assumptions changes the basic result. De-
compose the Xit using the within-market means X̄i

into Xit � X̄i � (Xit 	 X̄i ). In notation used above, the
cross-market variance in X̄i is 
2 and the within-2

�

market variance in the time series (Xit 	 X̄i) is  in2
�

all markets i (here  denotes the variance of the time2
�

component). Then plim(1/NT )(X�X) � 
2 �  .2 2
� �

Further, because �t (Xit 	 X̄i)·�i � 0, ∀ i, the term
X�(�T � �) only involves the market averages X̄i, which
are in expectation equal to 
�i. The covariation between
the market averages X̄i and the random intercepts �i is
therefore 
 . Using plim(1/N·T )E(X�(�T � �)) � 
 ,2 2

� �

and Slutsky’s theorem (see Greenberg and Webster
1991, p. 8), we obtain, as the probability limit for the
bias,

	1plim(X�X) X�(� � �)T

 1
2 ·var (spatial) if 
 � 0
 X� 
� � (11)

2 2 2
  �  � �
0 if 
 � 0,

in which varX(spatial) is the fraction of the total price
variation that is common with the intercepts. From
Equation (11), the bias is stronger when the fraction
of price variation due to dependence on the random
intercepts is higher and the variance in the X’s is low-
er.

Because of selective discounting by the retailer, we
expect 
 to be negative for prices and positive for
promotions. In other words, we expect that with
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higher market shares, we tend to observe also lower
prices and higher promotion levels. This implies that
ignoring spatial dependence will inflate both the in-
ferred price and the promotion response.

4.6. Alternative Approaches
An alternative approach to solving the inference
problem considered here is the IV approach. We al-
ready noted that spatial lags are not likely to be good
instruments because of the possibility that these are
correlated with the error terms in the model. It is
known that plim(�IV 	 �) is very sensitive to viola-
tions of independence (Bound et al. 1995, Staiger and
Stock 1997). It should therefore not be surprising that
the IV estimator with spatially lagged prices for in-
struments can be prone to even larger biases than the
OLS estimator.

In addition, whereas accounting for the spatial de-
pendence in the data will make the estimates of 	

more efficient (Case 1991), the use of instrumental
variable estimation may be less efficient, depending
on the choice for instruments (see Judge et al. 1985).

5. Estimation
The model defined by (2) and (3) can be estimated
through maximum likelihood under the assumption
of normality. Maximum likelihood estimation
achieves the desirable properties of consistency, as-
ymptotic efficiency, and asymptotic normality (see
Anselin 1988, p. 60 ff.). The likelihood of the obser-
vations given the parameters is

�(y ��, 
, �,  ,  , � , 	, )� � �

1
	1/2 	1� ��� ·exp 	 e�� e , (12)� �2

with e defined in Equation (3) and � in Equation (10)
previously. The number of parameters is 5 � 6 � P
and is linear in the number of equations.

The computation of the likelihood of the observa-
tions requires evaluation of ��� and �	1. The inversion
problem �	1 is of dimension NT(P � 1) and will
therefore quickly run into computational problems.
However, using Magnus (1982) and the special nature

of �, this problem can be reduced to one of dimen-
sion max{N, T(P � 1)}, which allows us to obtain
maximum likelihood estimates even for very large
problems. For instance, we will illustrate the model
using 4 weeks of data, 64 markets, and 3 marketing
variables (plus the market data). The total number of
observations in the system is therefore 4 � 64 � (3 �
1) � 1,024. At the current state of computing, it is
burdensome to deal with an inversion of a 1,024 �
1,024 matrix in a maximum likelihood algorithm.
Magnus’s results, however, allow for a partitioning of
the matrix that reduces the inversion problem to one
of size max{64, 4 � (3 � 1)} � 64. Appendix B gives
the log-likelihood function.

6. Empirical Analysis

6.1. Data
The data used in this analysis contain sales, price,
feature, and display data for two product categories,
Mexican hot sauce and tortilla chips, collected from
64 different domestic U.S. markets. Although only
short windows of time relative to the number of mar-
kets are used in the estimations, there are 104 weeks
of data to draw from, which allows for careful bench-
marking of the estimation results obtained from spa-
tial, OLS, and IV approaches.

The data are collected using the INFOSCAN sam-
ple of 3000 national stores. The raw data are at the
brand/market/week level. In both data sets, the top
five national brands were extracted. Brands with
largely missing temporal data were disregarded in a
given market. The major brands in the Mexican hot
sauce category are Pace, Tostitos, and Old El Paso,
whereas the major brands in the tortilla chips cate-
gory are Doritos, Tostitos, and Santitas. These brands
account for more than 70% of observed category vol-
ume in either category and are the focus of the em-
pirical investigation.

Market shares of the brands in all 64 markets were
computed on the basis of volume sold of the top five
brands. Price and promotion data were computed rel-
ative to their market averages. Distribution data were
also available but are not used in the empirical anal-
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Table 1 Averages of the Data Across Time and Markets

Category Brand Share* Price** Feature Display

Tortilla chips Doritos
Tostitos
Baked Tostitos
Santitas
Eagle

0.42
0.31
0.09
0.10
0.08

1.13
1.10
1.36
0.67
0.73

2.04
1.18
0.43
0.92
0.40

1.34
1.42
1.27
0.43
0.51

Mexican hot sauce Pace
Old El Paso
Tostitos
Chichi’s
Las Palmas

0.37
0.27
0.18
0.16
0.08

0.96
0.92
1.27
0.91
0.81

1.21
0.41
1.68
0.92
0.34

0.81
0.43
2.67
0.37
0.06

*Because of limited availability in some markets, shares do not add to unity.
**The price, feature, and display data are defined relative to their averages
in each week/market.

ysis because most brands have full distribution and
lack empirical variation. Table 1 shows the averages
of the data across time and markets conditional on
availability.

The 64 U.S. markets are identified either by a city,
a pair of cities, or a (part of a) state. Latitude and
longitude coordinates were collected for these mar-
kets using an Internet mapping service (http://www.
indo.com/distance). In cases where a market was
identified with a pair of cities or a state, an interior
point was taken as the relevant coordinate.

Figure 1 shows the contiguity patterns based on
Voronoi polygons for the cross-sectional sample of 64
cities. It is worth noting the relative sparse sampling
of the western part of the United States, which loosely
follows population density. The number of contigu-
ous markets ranges from 1 (Boston—located at A) to
8 (Knoxville—located at B). In general, the Voronoi
polygons represent the relative isolation of the coastal
areas well.

6.2. Spatiotemporal Market Structure
In the context of our motivating example of unob-
served retailer behavior, the two categories under
analysis have very different characteristics that are
worth discussing at the outset of the empirical anal-
ysis.

The Mexican hot sauce category is cross-sectionally
very heterogenous. The national market leader is
Pace, but this brand leads in only 46% of the markets,

and it is first or second in only 66% of the cases. Old
El Paso, which is a local market leader in 39% of the
markets, is among the two leaders in 70% of the mar-
kets.

The tortilla chips category is cross-sectionally com-
paratively homogeneous. For instance, Doritos is the
market leader in 89% of the markets and is either first
or second in all markets. Likewise, Tostitos is either
first or second in 81% of the markets. The remaining
three brands are very rarely second largest.

This disparity between categories implies that the
Mexican hot sauce category is more likely than the
tortilla chips category to display cross-sectional dif-
ferences in pricing and merchandizing if retailers ap-
ply market leadership or co-leadership as a necessary
condition to obtain promotions. It is therefore ex-
pected that the problems in cross-sectional inference
are less severe in the tortilla chips category than in
the Mexican hot sauce category. Nonetheless, it is
shown that for both categories the same principal re-
sult holds.

6.3. Testing for Spatial Dependence
Several procedures exist to statistically test for the
presence of spatial dependence in cross-sectional
data, against the null hypothesis of spatial indepen-
dence (see Anselin 1988 for a full discussion). We pre-
sent one of these: Moran’s I statistic. If the rows in the
spatial weight matrix W add to unity, Moran’s I sta-
tistic for a single cross-section of N data points is
equal to

e� ·W ·e e� ·W ·eyt yt xjt xjt
I � and I � . (13)yt xjte� ·e e� ·eyt yt xjt xjt

The asymptotic distribution of Moran’s I statistic is
normal with means and variance detailed in Anselin
(1988). The interpretation of this statistic is that larger
values indicate that the terms e are positively corre-
lated with their spatial lags W ·e.

The test for spatial dependence of regression re-
siduals was carried out on all available cross-sec-
tions of data. So, for each variable, the tests for spa-
tial dependence were carried out per brand 104
times, for each subsequent cross-section of 64 mar-
kets. The tests are carried out on the residuals of the
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Table 2 Moran’s I Test for Spatial Dependence in the Residuals

Mexican Hot Sauce

Pace Tostitos
Old El
Paso

Tortilla Chips

Doritos Tostitos Santitas

Share residuals
Moran’s I
zI

Significance*

0.504
6.589
1.000

0.345
4.685
1.000

0.557
7.102
1.000

0.453
5.933
1.000

0.499
6.583
1.000

0.372
4.544
1.000

Price residuals
Moran’s I
zI

Significance*

0.443
5.502
1.000

0.610
7.514
1.000

0.360
4.515
1.000

0.327
4.118
0.971

0.414
5.153
1.000

0.489
5.416
1.000

Feature residuals
Moran’s I
zI

Significance*

0.193
2.502
0.769

0.192
2.492
0.702

0.128
1.725
0.548

0.195
2.524
0.654

0.237
3.034
0.817

0.290
3.303
0.875

Display residuals
Moran’s I
zI

Significance*

0.292
3.689
0.894

0.177
2.317
0.721

0.046
0.748
0.231

0.199
2.581
0.721

0.259
3.291
0.875

0.239
2.759
0.837

*Significance is computed as the fraction of the 104 weeks that the test
statistic was significant, i.e., is an indi-T1/T � D , where Dt�1 p (z )�0.05 p (z )�0.05t I t I

cator dummy of significance in sample t.

market share and marketing variables equations in
the System (2). All analyses were run on log trans-
forms of the share data and log transforms of the
price and promotion data (to circumvent the log-of-
zero problem, 0.01 was added to the original vari-
ables). Table 2 lists the tests results for all major
brands and variables.

The results of the tests using the Moran I and like-
lihood ratio statistics indicate that the residuals of the
log market shares of the brands are all spatially de-
pendent. For instance, the first row in Table 2 indi-
cates that across the 104 weekly cross-sections of 64
markets for Pace, the average Moran I across the 104
replications of the test was equal to 0.504 for market
shares. More generally, the I statistic is in the range
of 0.35–0.56 for the share data of the major brands,
and the z statistic is in the 4.5–7.1 range. The tests
were significant at the 0.05 level for all brands across
all replications.

From Table 2, we see further that prices are also
spatially dependent, whereas the feature and display

data, which are more volatile, are spatially dependent
in the majority of replications of the test (short of the
display data for Old El Paso). This exception aside,
the test results support the conclusion that both the
residuals in market shares as well as in marketing
mix variables of national brands across national mar-
kets are spatially dependent.

6.4. Model Test and Empirical Estimates
6.4.1. Controlled Data Experiment. We test the

model in a controlled data experiment for two rea-
sons. First, we want to get an idea of the extent of
biases when OLS estimators are used on the type
of data considered here. Second, we want to illus-
trate that the data-generating process can be em-
pirically identified from short time samples of data.
We generated data for market shares and one mar-
keting variable, price, by drawing random vectors
�, � t, and � t, and by performing the transformations
in Equation (5) to construct � and in Equation (3)
to construct � t and � t. For the spatial component,
the contiguity matrix W was computed from the
actual Voronoi contiguity classes in the IRI markets.
Along the time dimension, data were generated for
4 weeks. The market share and price data were gen-
erated to depend both on � through the 
 param-
eter, just as in Model (3). Data were generated with
the same scenario 25 times for each of 8 different
sets of parameter values. All parameter values were
chosen to cover their actual empirical range. Given
the bias in Equation (11), the scenarios concentrate
on variation in the data-generating parameters on
�, � , and the dependence 
 between prices and
market shares. The other parameters were as fol-
lows: �0 � 	1.0, �1 � 0.0, �0 � 0.4, �1 � 0.4, � �
0.1, � � 0.03, and � � 	2. The estimation results
are in Table 3.

Two results are important. First, as argued before,
OLS estimates of the � coefficient are biased away
from zero. What is striking in the OLS estimates is
the extent of the bias, even in cases where only small
components of the demand data are common to the
price data. However, when this common structure is
properly accounted for in full model, there is no bias
in the estimator for the price effect �. Second, our
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Table 3 Estimation Using Synthetic Data

Data
Generating
Parameters

� � 0.65

� � 0.15


 � 	0.10 
 � 	0.05

� � 0.30


 � 	0.10 
 � 	0.05

� � 0.90

� � 0.15


 � 	0.10 
 � 	0.05

� � 0.30


 � 	0.10 
 � 	0.05

Maximum likelihood

�
�
�
�
�ML

�0

�1



�0

�1

0.61
0.15
0.15
0.03

	1.99
	1.00

0.00
	0.11

0.38
0.79

0.61
0.15
0.15
0.03

	1.96
	1.00

0.00
	0.05

0.40
0.80

0.64
0.30
0.15
0.03

	1.95
	1.02

0.00
	0.10

0.41
0.79

0.63
0.30
0.15
0.03

	1.95
	1.01

0.00
	0.05

0.38
0.80

0.88
0.15
0.15
0.03

	1.95
	1.03

0.00
	0.10

0.41
0.80

0.87
0.15
0.15
0.03

	2.04
	0.99

0.00
	0.05

0.41
0.80

0.88
0.30
0.15
0.03

	2.02
	0.93
	0.01
	0.10

0.39
0.79

0.89
0.30
0.15
0.03

	1.99
	0.97

0.00
	0.05

0.39
0.80

OLS

�OLS

�0

	3.30
	1.00

	2.68
	1.00

	5.68
	1.01

	4.59
	1.01

	5.22
	1.02

	3.84
	1.00

	8.71
	0.96

	9.16
	1.00

variance decomposition model correctly reproduces
the structure used to generate the data. This is to say,
the model’s parameters can be identified from short
time samples.

6.4.2. Operationalizations. The actual empirical
analysis is set up as follows. For each brand, we es-
timate a log-log model of market shares against the
relative price, feature, and display variables. There
exist 104 cross-sections in 2 years of data, and so it
is possible to run the SpatioTemporal Model (3) re-
peatedly. Doing so will yield a total of 104 	 T sets
of estimates of the parameters of interest for each
model. Having multiple sets of parameter estimates
is helpful in assessing whether the presence of the
endogeneity problem is incidental or structural.

To obtain the maximum likelihood estimates, we
concentrated first on finding good starting values for
the parameters by estimating the model in parts.
The full model, containing 23 parameters, was run
subsequently over the moving windows of time. We
used some logical limits on the parameter space
(e.g., positivity constraints for the variances) and im-
posed very wide feasibility bounds on the parameter
space (e.g., price elasticities between 	10 and �10).
These bounds were not binding in the estimations

and were used to avoid bad jumps in the initial steps
of the algorithm where the algorithm still has im-
perfect estimates of the gradients.3 The experience
with the estimations is that the model converges rap-
idly.

6.4.3. Test Results for Endogeneity. For space rea-
sons, we limit our discussion to estimations using
windows of 4 weeks (T � 4). Table 4 shows the av-
erage estimates across the 100 repeated estimations.
Most of model parameters are consistently significant
at the 0.05 level. To report on significance across rep-
lications, Table 4 notes those parameters that do not
have average absolute t statistics in excess of 2.

The estimates in Table 4 show the following results.
First, the spatial autocorrelation parameter � is large
and positive for all brands. Second, the vector 
 �
[
1 
2 
3]� contains the parameters that measure the

3In a few cases, we did find that the bounds were binding. For
instance, the lower bound for temporal variation in price was bind-
ing in the few cases where price remains nearly constant over 4
weeks (as one would expect). For the Dorito brand, we found that
in 3 out of 100 cases the bounds on 
1 were binding. This is because
estimates of  for this brand can become very small, essentially2

�

making the estimates of the 
s irrelevant (again as expected—see
also the subsequent discussion of the Dorito brand).
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Table 4 Estimation Results Based on 4 Weeks of Dataa, b

Mexican Hot Sauce

Pace Tostitos
Old El
Paso

Tortilla Chips

Doritos Tostitos Santitas

�
�
�
�,price

�,feature

�,display

�
�price

�feature

�display

�0

�1

�2

�3


1


2


3

�0

�1

�2

�3

�1

�2

�3

0.863
0.261
0.097
0.020
1.847
0.778
1.020

	1.692
0.006
0.024

	1.193
	0.042
	1.596
	0.859
	0.052

1.081
1.212
0.380
0.889
0.259
0.754

	0.027*
1.000
0.279

0.803
0.160
0.093
0.013
1.944
0.116
0.487

	1.645
0.004*
0.284

	1.574
0.241

	2.966
0.934

	0.223
0.954*

	0.042*
0.499
0.858
0.328
0.804

	0.070
1.000
0.379

0.800
0.239
0.104
0.027
1.815
0.907
0.965

	1.809
0.011
0.021

	1.513
	0.079
	0.775
	1.793

0.008*
0.431*
0.861
0.394
0.824
0.226
0.760

	0.042*
1.000
0.244*

0.828
0.074
0.082
0.052
1.604
0.277
1.339

	1.252
0.009
0.107

	0.640
0.141

	0.669
0.178

	0.011*
1.485*

	0.597*
0.451
0.629
0.238
0.733

	0.041
1.000
0.093

0.856
0.136
0.100
0.035
1.833
0.249
1.338

	2.034
0.008
0.149

	0.918
0.107

	1.642
0.288
0.057*
0.080*
0.712
0.404
0.727
0.329
0.737

	0.028
1.000
0.076

0.723
0.311
0.153
0.038
1.746
0.665
1.015

	1.891
0.014
0.069

	2.891
	0.378
	2.958
	1.506
	0.088

1.726
1.633
0.626
0.634
0.305
0.761

	0.062
1.000
0.331

aParameters are averaged for 100 successive estimations on moving win-
dows of 4 weeks.
bAll estimates have average absolute t statistics �2 unless superscripted
by an asterisk.

Table 5 Fraction of Spatial Variance in the Data

Mexican Hot Sauce

Pace Tostitos
Old El
Paso

Tortilla Chips

Doritos Tostitos Santitas

Market shares
Prices
Feature
Display

0.936a

0.185
0.076
0.239

0.737
0.405
0.028
0.015

0.901
0.017
0.016
0.063

0.662
0.047
0.029
0.049

0.837
0.056
0.013
0.197

0.623
0.238
0.089
0.258

aValues are averages for 100 successive estimations on moving windows
of 4 weeks.

degree to which prices and promotions depend on
baseline shares (intercepts). For instance, for Pace this
vector is equal on average to [	0.052, 1.081, 1.212],
and it is consistently signed and significant in each
of the 100 windows (104 weeks minus 4 weeks for
estimation). This means that high baseline shares con-
sistently go hand in hand with low prices, high fea-
ture, and high display levels, exactly as proposed in
the introduction. This pattern generalizes to other
brands.

Namely, when significant, the vector 
 contains
negative values for the association of share and price
and positive values for the association of share and
promotion variables. For Old El Paso, Doritos, and
Tostitos tortilla chips, there is no evidence for depen-

dence between prices and the unobserved component
of shares. For Old El Paso and Tostitos tortilla chips,
the display data are endogenous.

There is no clear evidence of endogeneity in any
variable for Doritos. This brand is the only brand in
our data that leads or is second in all of the U.S. mar-
kets (note also the low standard deviation � in the
spatial component for this brand). This fact accords
nicely with the stylized observation that retailers pro-
mote brands on the basis of extant market
(co)leadership.

We conclude that there is substantial support for
the fact that observed price and promotion data de-
pend on the market shares.

6.4.4. Results for the Factor Model. The �’s are all
of the expected sign. One of these parameters has to
be fixed to an arbitrary value. We set �2 � 1. The
remaining parameters suggest that prices covary neg-
atively with the promotion variables, which in turn
covary positively among themselves.

6.4.5. Variance Components. Table 5 shows the
fraction of the unobserved variation in the data ex-
plained by the spatial component of the model as op-
posed to the time component. The fraction of variance
explained by the spatial component in variable j � 0,
1, . . . , P is defined as T · trace(
 �)/[T · trace(
 �) �2 2

j j

N · trace(�jj)], where the last term is the jth T � T
submatrix on the diagonal of �, and 
0 � 1.

From the table, it is observed that market shares
are almost completely spatial in terms of variation.
This is a surprising finding in and of itself, given the
low degree of product differentiation across brands,
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Table 6 Comparison of Estimation Results Using 4 Weeks of Data

Mexican Hot Sauce

�price �feature

Pace

�display

Tortilla Chips

�price �feature

Doritos

�display

Temporal
Spatial
OLS
IV

	1.286
	1.692a

	4.124a

0.897a

0.006
0.006
0.036
0.101

0.027
0.024
0.183
0.734

	1.120
	1.252
	1.123
	1.005

0.008
0.009
0.019
0.070

0.183
0.107
0.042

	0.322

Tostitos Tostitos

Temporal
Spatial
OLS
IV

	2.149
	1.645
	3.932
	5.137

0.003
0.004
0.022
0.072

0.201
0.284
0.286

	0.244

	1.797
	2.034
	1.400
	1.420

0.008
0.008
0.011
0.000

0.259
0.149
0.469
1.229

Old El Paso Santitas

Temporal
Spatial
OLS
IV

	1.407
	1.809
	1.574
	3.214

0.010
0.011
0.022

	0.008

0.024
0.021
0.081
0.334

	1.854
	1.891
	2.012

2.666

0.011
0.014
0.052
0.059

0.103
0.069
0.224
0.743

aParameters are averaged for 100 successive estimations on moving win-
dows of 4 weeks.

because it implies that market shares vary more
across markets than within markets even in the same
competitive set. Market structures in the categories
under analysis are therefore local with a spatial com-
ponent.

Overall, the marketing variables share this unob-
served spatial component. Prices for Pace, Tostitos hot
sauce, and Santitas tortilla chips have sizable spatial
components. The spatial components of display are
also large for these brands. Prices for brands with less
cross-sectional variance in market share also have
smaller spatial components (Old El Paso, Doritos, and
Tostitos tortilla chips).

6.5. Comparison of Response Estimates and
Validation

Besides determining the degree to which the share
and marketing mix data are jointly dependent and
providing a test for endogeneity of the latter, a key
aspect of our investigation involves the consequences
of this endogeneity in estimating marketing mix ef-
fects. To determine this aspect of our investigation,
two comparisons need to be made. First, we compare
the estimates from the spatiotemporal model (SPA-
TIAL) with those from OLS and IV estimations. Sec-
ond, in addition to the validation results on synthetic
data, it is desirable to have an empirical benchmark
to validate the estimation results with the spatial
model.

With respect to a choice for instruments, factor
prices cannot be used because they lack of cross-sec-
tional variation. However, Nevo (2000), in a setting
somewhat similar to ours, uses as instruments the
mean of marketing variables taken across markets
that belong to the same region (excluding the market
for which the instrument is constructed). In our no-
tation, Nevo (2000) uses (IT � W)X, in which W is
the contiguity matrix defined in §3, and X is a NT �

(P � 1) matrix of marketing mix variables organized
by time and cross-sections.

With respect to an appropriate benchmark, we use
the fact that a within-market analysis cannot suffer
from the same bias as discussed above, because the
retailers are kept constant. Hence, given that we have
104 weeks of data, it is natural to take the average of

the within-market marketing mix effects as the bench-
mark for the overall price and promotion effects. This
benchmark is referred to as TEMP.

Table 6 compares SPATIAL, OLS, and IV results to
TEMP. The estimates from SPATIAL and those of
TEMP are mostly very close. In other words, even in
absence of long temporal data, the model correctly
produces the within-market estimates of marketing
mix effects. In contrast, the OLS estimates of price
and promotion effects are severely biased away from
zero. The IV estimates are also biased. In addition,
they are very unstable across the rolling windows of
estimation. To show that the SPATIAL estimates are
fairly stable, even with only 4 weeks of data, Figure
2 visualizes the price estimates by estimation method
across 100 moving data windows for two brands. The
top panel applies to Pace hot sauce and the bottom
panel to Tostitos hot sauce. Both graphs show the
TEMP benchmark, the spatial and the OLS estimates
(the IV estimates are omitted in this graph to avoid
cluttering). The SPATIAL estimates of price effects for
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Figure 2 Price Effects Across 100 Repeated Estimations in 4-Week Win-
dows

these two brands are very close to the TEMP bench-
mark, despite the fact that almost all of the variance
in the market share data is cross-sectional (see Table
5). As can also be seen, the OLS estimates are biased
away from TEMP.

6.6. Accounting for Response Heterogeneity
Although not the main goal of this paper, it is pos-
sible to incorporate heterogeneity in marketing effects
across markets into the model. We illustrate this by
accounting for random price effects. The approach
adopted here is the same as in Hsiao (1986) and can
therefore be introduced very briefly.

Assume that instead of price effects �, the data are
generated by market-specific random effects �i �

N(�,  ). Arrange all NT observations on price in an2
�

NT � N matrix,

 X · · · 0 X · · · 0 X · · · 0 �111 11t 11T 
X̆ � _ 5 _ · · · _ 5 _ · · · _ 5 _ , (14) 

 0 · · · X 0 · · · X 0 · · · XN11 N1t N1T 

where xi1t is the price in market i at time t. Then, the
total variance-covariance structure of the previously
considered System (2), augmented with the stochas-
ticity introduced on the market shares because of ran-
dom price effects, can be shown to equal

� � � � I � (a � � )(a � � )� � �N T T

2 ˘ ˘� bb� �  XX�, (15)�

with b � [1 0 0 0]�. This model can again be estimat-
ed through maximum likelihood.4

For illustration, we incorporate heterogeneity in
three alternative specifications using the data for the
Pace brand. The first specification is the full model
containing both the cross-sectional (spatial) and tem-
poral structure. The second specification accounts

4To speed up the estimation, one should use results on partitioned
matrices (see, e.g., Searle 1982) to compute the determinant and the
inverse of � from its components. Direct evaluation of these quan-
tities becomes very time consuming when NT (P � 1) becomes
large.

only for temporal dependence. The third model ac-
counts for neither and is referred to as the indepen-
dent model. We ran these models for nonoverlapping
moving windows of 4 weeks of data. Table 7 lists the
means of selected parameters across the 25 windows
of 4 weeks of data. We present the estimation results
with and without the added heterogeneity estimates.

The estimation results show that the inclusion or
exclusion of price heterogeneity does not meaning-
fully affect the mean price effect across markets. This
can be seen by comparing the estimates of price re-
sponse within model type. From the full model, we
observe that the estimated standard deviation for the
price effects is 1.365, which is consistent with a stan-
dard deviation across markets of 1.008 computed di-
rectly from the 64 within-market price effects.

Looking across model types we still find that price
responses are exaggerated greatly when the cross-
sectional structure of the model is unaccounted for.
When we first compare the price effects of the full
model with the temporal model, and then with the
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Table 7 Estimation Results for Selected Parameters Using Specifications
with Heterogeneity

Full-Model

�price

� 0
�price

� 0

Temporal Model

�price

� 0
�price

� 0

Independent Model

�price

� 0
�price

� 0

�
�
�0

�
�price

�price

�feature

�display

�0

0.925a

0.282
0.315
0.086
1.365

	1.542
0.006
0.022

	1.172

0.837
0.292
0.242
0.093

–
	1.736

0.007
0.024

	1.193

–
–

0.976
0.110
1.476

	2.244
0.005
0.033

	1.241

–
–

0.973
0.120

–
	2.300

0.006
0.035

	1.242

–
–
–

0.326
8.134

	4.430
0.026
0.172

	1.191

–
–
–

0.483
–

	4.113
0.037
0.187

	1.125
aParameters are averaged over 25 successive estimations on unique moving
windows of 4 weeks.

independent model, we see that the price effects be-
come more and more biased away from zero. That is
to say the main argument in the paper does not van-
ish when we account for price heterogeneity. Also
note that in the temporal model, the autocorrelation
�0 in the market share data is unrealistically high, be-
cause the temporal structure attempts to substitute
for the cross-sectional structure.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
We have considered the case where a marketing an-
alyst needs to infer response estimates from cross-
market (Bucklin and Gupta 1999) or cross-market by
time data with insufficient time periods to calibrate
models on time series only. In such cases, variation
in promoted price and other promotion data across
markets may reflect unobserved retailer behavior. We
have developed an approach that allows researchers
to test for this type of endogeneity and to take into
account its effects on inference. This approach may
benefit managers who need to estimate market re-
sponses from short windows of data. It may also ben-
efit those marketing research companies—noted by
Bucklin and Gupta (1999)—who use cross-sectional
samples of sales velocity to infer price response.

With respect to the nature of the endogeneity, Vil-
las-Boas and Winer (1999) and Besanko et al. (1998)

model the temporal effect of performance on prices
and promotion while we concentrate on the cross-sec-
tional effect. The two approaches are complementary
and add to each other. Whereas, Villas-Boas and Wi-
ner (1999) and Besanko et al. (1998) interpret their
results from the perspective of a manufacturer who
sets prices on the basis of performance, our interpre-
tation is that the actions of retailers introduce another
layer of price-variation that is easiest observed cross-
sectionally.

Empirically, we found evidence that suggests that
unobserved components of market shares are related
to the promotion variables. We demonstrated, using
data experiments, that this reverse causation of mar-
ket shares on pricing and promotion, even when it is
weak, causes large biases in OLS estimators based on
cross-sectional or panel data.

To correct for this bias, we used the fact that retail
territories are spatially contiguous sets of markets,
which in turn cause the unobserved retailer influence
on marketing variables to manifest itself as a spatial
variance component in the data. As long as the un-
observed component in the data is spatial, this frame-
work may even hold in other cases where a similar
bias could emerge, such as share-dependent policies
by the manufacturer (as opposed to the retailer).

To capture the spatial variance component, we in-
troduced a set of tools to formalize space, tested for
spatial dependence in the data, and used contiguity
classes to model the data. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first paper in marketing to formalize
the spatial dimension of multimarket data using (Vo-
ronoi) contiguity classes.

In using our framework for inference with multi-
market data, we also applied it to time windows with
a length of 8 weeks and even 1 week. Our experience
is that the approach works well as long as there is
sufficient independent variation across markets in the
promotion variables after the common spatial varia-
tion is accounted for. Interestingly, even a single-
equation spatial regression, i.e., the first equation in
System (2), along with the assumptions about ey from
Equation (3), seems to work quite well with data win-
dows of 1 week, in the sense that the estimates from
cross-sections of the data are close to the estimates
obtained from time series of the same data.
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In terms of more general applicability of spatial
analysis with other data, the aim of spatial models is
often to define a ‘‘similarity’’ structure on the data.
In many cases, the ‘‘similarity structure’’ is based on
distances. However, this is but one definition of ‘‘kin-
ship’’ among many. Other definitions can be suitably
incorporated into a model representation of cross-sec-
tional data by redefining the similarity matrix W. For
instance, in survey work involving managers, one
may include several questions that identify the simi-
larity of respondents (e.g., schooling, years of expe-
rience, etc.). As another example, in the context of the
PIMS database, one can model similarity on the basis
of SIC codes, the presence of common parent com-
panies across multiple business units, etc. It is also
possible to use more than one component of similar-
ity by defining multiple spatial variance components
as opposed to one. In sum, the model structure dis-
cussed here can be expanded with some generality.
We expect that accounting for the similarity struc-
tures when pooling cross-sectional data is likely to
enhance the quality of our inferences because they
help to create the ‘‘holding everything else equal’’
conditions that are required by methods of inference.

To clearly illustrate the effects of ignoring the cross-
sectional dependence, we made several simplifying
and sometimes limiting assumptions. These therefore
deserve mentioning. First, we used aggregate data.
Christen et al. (1997) show that these aggregate data
can lead to biases in nonlinear models. However, in
our defense we note that many of our conclusions
pertain to promoted price, which varies less with a
given market than, for instance, promotional dummy
variables, and should therefore be less prone to such
a bias. Also this argument does not explain the dif-
ference between the cross-sectional and within-mar-
ket estimates that are based on data with the same
level of aggregation. Second, we have simplified the
dynamics of market share in response to promotion,
whereas Foekens et al. (1999) model more elaborate
dynamics of promotion effects. Third, we are not con-
sidering competition between brands explicitly, al-
though we are accounting for some competitive influ-
ence by using relative marketing variables.

With respect to future research, other applications

of spatial analysis can be found in the analysis of
private label brands, the analysis of multimarket com-
petition (Jayachandran et al. 1999), the spatial inter-
polation of local demand from sparse spatial panels,
and spatial diffusion. These and other topics need a
formalization of the spatial dimension. It is hoped
this paper constitutes a first constructive step in this
direction.
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Appendix A. The Temporal Structure of the Data
First consider the temporal stochastic terms in the market share
equation �it � �0 ·�it	1 � �t. Assuming ��0� � 1, the standard result
holds that E(�it�i�t	s ) �  ·� /(1 	 � ) if i � i� and 0 else.2 s 2

� 0 0

Next, we derive the temporal structure of the stochastic terms �ijt

� �j ·�ijt	1 � �j�it � �ijt in the equations describing the marketing
variables. Through backward substitution, we can write �ijt �

� � · (�j�it	s � �ijt	s). From this form it is standard to compute the� s
s�0 j

cross-structure of the stochastic terms. It can be shown that

�t	t�� �j2 2 2(�  � ) if i � i�, j � j� and ∀ t, t�j � �j 21	�j
t	t�E(� � ) � �ijt i�j�t� j2� �  if i � i�, j � j� and ∀ t � t�j j� � 1 	 � �j j�

0 if i � i�, and ∀ j, j�, t, t�.

(A1)

Note the asymmetry in the second case, which originates from the
fact that the error terms have different autoregressive parameters.
Combining these results, gives the variance-covariance matrix in the
text.

Appendix B. The Log-Likelihood Function
The likelihood function for the sample of observations depends on
5 � 6P parameters is equal to (2 )	NT(P�1)/2 · ���	1/2 ·exp(	½e��	1e),
where e and � are defined in the text. For computational conve-
nience, arrange the cross-sections of error terms to a matrix VN�T(P�1)

defined by V � [ey1 · · · eyT ex11 · · · ex1T · · · exP1 · · · exPT ].
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Magnus (1982) developed two results for a family of matrices to
which the structure of � belongs. These results can be applied to
the covariance structure at hand. The first result concerns the de-
terminant of �, which can be shown to equal

��� � ���N · �IN � C ·��, (B1)

where C � (a � �T )��	1(a � �T ). The second result concerns the
inverse of the matrix �. After some algebraic manipulations on
Magnus’s results, this inverse is equal to

	1 	1� � � � IN

1
	1 	1 	1	� (a � � )(a � � )�� � (I 	 (I � C ·�) )T T N NC

	1� � � I 	 ! � Z. (B2)N

Taking the log of the likelihood function gives (up to an irrelevant
constant)

	1��(y ��, 
, �,  ,  , � , 	, ) � 	0.5· log��� 	 0.5·e�� e. (B3)� � �

This function can be simplified using the following result on traces
from matrix algebra (assuming the right-hand side exists):

vec(A)� · (B � C) ·vec(D) � trace D ·B� ·A� ·C. (B4)

Now, substituting (B1) and (B2) into (B3) and using (B4), the fol-
lowing log-likelihood function is obtained (ignoring an irrelevant
constant):

��(y ��, 
, �,  ,  , � , 	, )� � �

	1� 	0.5·N · log(���) 	 0.5· log�I � C ·�� 	 0.5·trace(V ·� � ·V�)N

� 0.5·trace(V ·!� ·V� ·Z). (B5)

This log-likelihood uses inversions and determinants for matrices
of size max{T(P � 1), N} only.
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